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Please note: I work for 

Penn State University,                      

And help UN IPCC, NRC, etc., 
But I am not representing 
them, just me. 



I study the Antarctic and 

Greenland ice sheets. I can 

show penguin photos 

gratuitously while expressing 

my humble thanks for the 

honour of being here.  



We study big ice for:

�Climate history (coring)

�Sea-level rise from ice-

sheet shrinkage

�How glaciers make such 

spectacular landscapes



Our work has contributed to the knowledge that large, 

abrupt, widespread climate changes have occurred 

repeatedly, without direct greenhouse-gas forcing.



Our work and that 

of many others 

shows that over  

geologic history…

changing CO2 has 

been the biggest 

cause of Earth’s 

climate changes…



with large ecosystem 

impacts. Climate 

models are accurate…

or underestimate 

past climate 

changes.  

Humans can 

match nature’s 

largest changes 

in size, and 

exceed them in 

speed. 



Plot from Peter Clark, in Alley et al., Science, 2005, 
showing paleoclimatic estimates of steady sea-level 
and atmospheric CO2 level.  The uncertainties are 
notable (see the error bars).  These are nearly-steady 
values, so no information on how fast the rise would 
be.  Hysteresis and other effects may be important.  





Take 
modern 
CO2



Find sea 
level…



10% of world population

(McGranahan & Anderson, 2007,  Environment and Urbanization).



10% of world population

This is not a prediction or a 
projection, but it is reason to 
try and understand ice-sheet 
changes



10% of world population

This is not a prediction or a 
projection, but it is reason to 
try and understand ice-sheet 
changes, especially as under 
worst-case scenarios CO2
may go off this plot…



There are less-
alarming 
versions of this 
curve, with a 
wiggle 
suggesting less 
rise with small 
warming… but 
even those 
alarm some 
people… 

Gasson, E., M. Siddall, D. J. 
Lunt, O. J. L. Rackham, C. H. 
Lear, and D. Pollard (2012), 
Exploring uncertainties in the
relationship between 
temperature, ice volume, and sea 
level over the past 50 million 
years, Rev. Geophys., 50, 
RG1005,
Doi 10.1029/2011RG000358.



IPCC on Ice Sheets
• 2001: Lowered 1995 sea-level-rise estimates 
because improved models gave smaller ice-sheet 
and glacier contribution… central estimate net 
ice-sheet growth through 2100… “…widely agreed 
that major loss of grounded ice from the WAIS and 
consequent accelerated sea-level rise are very 
unlikely during the 21st century”

• 2007: Ice sheets shrinking, including loss of 
grounded ice from the WAIS, in part because of 
ice-flow change in response to warming… “Models 
don’t include full effects of changes in ice sheet 
flow… basis in published literature is lacking… 
understanding too limited to provide best 
estimate or upper bound for sea level rise”



IPCC on Ice Sheets

• 2013: Raised projections a little based on 
better ice flow models

• 0.98 m by 2100 for upper end of “likely” 
range in highest-emissions case;    0.26-
0.82 m by 2080-2099 likely range including 
emissions and other uncertainties

• Uncertainties in emissions more important 
than ice-sheet physics in these estimates

• Uncertainties in ice flow noted, but 
uncertainty ranges quantified



Ice sheets could do more…

• Since 1992 ~0.6 mm/yr to sea-level rise 
• That is over 200 billion tons of water per year, 
or about 50 cubic miles 

• But, at that rate, more than 100,000 years for 
the ice sheets to disappear completely

• Nature has done much faster things before 
• Like me dieting for a year and losing one-third 
of a single potato chip (crisp)

• What happens if the ice sheets get too serious 
about dieting (Antarctic anorexia)?

• Let’s do the physics and find out…  



All piles tend to spread under own weight:
• Strong things resist spreading (a block of wood), 

but weak things spread easily (pancake batter); 
• Lubrication speeds spreading (pancake batter 

spreads faster on a greased griddle than on a 
waffle iron);

• Supports oppose spreading (a flying buttress keeps 
a cathedral from spreading and falling apart).
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An ice sheet is a two-mile-thick, 
continent-wide pile

• Spreads under its own weight; 
• Snowfall on center adds to pile;
• Melting at edges, or break-off of 
icebergs, subtract from pile;

• Increase in snowfall grows pile; faster 
melting or faster flow shrink pile;

• Water in ice is from ocean, so sea level 
falls when ice sheet grows, and sea 
level rises when ice sheet shrinks;

• Changing lubrication might matter, but 
flying-buttress loss is the big issue



Ice sheets have “flying buttresses”, too
• Floating extensions called “ice shelves”--ice flows over 

water for a while before breaking off to make bergs; 
• Ice shelves may run aground on islands or scrape past 

rocky sides of bays;
• Friction from this slows ice-sheet spreading;
• Warming air or water can attack ice shelves quickly, 

speeding ice-sheet spreading and sea-level rise.



January 31, 2002

12 mi
20 km

OceanAntarctic Peninsula 
(gothic cathedral)

Icebergs

Larsen B Ice Shelf 
(flying buttress)

Melt 
ponds

Island

Island



January 31, 2002

12 mi
20 km



March 7, 2002.  8x tributary flow-speed increase followed

12 mi
20 km



Not much ice behind 
Larsen B; loss can’t 
raise sea level much

Many more ice 
shelves with lots of 
ice behind them that 
can raise sea level a 
lot.  



Many“flying 
buttress” ice 
shelves—
arrows point 
to just a few.  
Colored—
bed below 
sea level,  
can calve 
icebergs

Base map from 
Vaughan, D. G., D. 
K. A. Barnes, P. T. 
Fretwell, and R. G. 
Bingham, 2011, 
Geochem. 
Geophys. Geosyst.



Big issue is 
Thwaites
Glacier, “weak 
underbelly” of 
the West 
Antarctica ice 
sheet—wide  
ice stream 
leads into thick 
ice on a deep 
bed that could 
make icebergs 
FAST. 

Vaughan, D. G., D. K. 
A. Barnes, P. T. 
Fretwell, and R. G. 
Bingham, 2011, 
Geochem. Geophys. 
Geosyst.



Christianson et al., 2011
200 km

Pine Island Glacier

Thwaites
Glacier

Flow Speed (m/yr)



Bed of 
Thwaites
Glacier



Cartoon of ice flow, on 
Christianson et al., 2011

Pine 
Island 
Glacier

Bed of Thwaites Glacier



http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/wz/p2p/pmwkshop053013/hayee/hayee.htm



Science, this week

“the simulations indicate that early-stage collapse has begun”



Science, this week

Our simulations provide strong evidence that the process of marine ice-

sheet destabilization is already under way on Thwaites

Glacier…although losses are likely to be relatively modest over the next 

century (<0.25 mm/year of sle), rapid collapse (>1 mm/year of sle) will 

ensue once the grounding line reaches the basin’s deeper regions 

…undermining much of West Antarctica…unless CDW recedes 

sufficiently to reduce melt well below present levels, it is difficult to 

foresee a stabilization of the Thwaites system, even with plausible 

increases in surface accumulation. Although our simple melt 

parameterization suggests that a full-scale collapse of this sector may be 

inevitable, it leaves large uncertainty in the timing. 



If ocean melting of ice shelves is restricted to fully 
floating regions beyond a grounding line, no huge 
changes over ~100 years. 
If ocean melting can reach inland across a 
grounding zone, large melting can cause huge 
changes rapidly. 

Also, Nowicki et al., 2013, JGR, “SeaRISE”



The calving front of Jakobshavn.  Ice flows down from the Greenland ice sheet on the left, along the arrow.  On 
the right is the Isfjord, ocean water clogged with loose icebergs that have calved off. “X” marks the couple-
hundred-foot-high cliff where icebergs form, falling down into the Isfjord where broken ice covers sea water.

Isfjord

X~100m

Next Photo



100-m Jakobshavn calving front is close to failure. 



Available work suggests 100 m is close to the 
maximum cliff height (Hanson & Hooke, 2003, J. Glac.; 
Bassis & Walker, 2012, Proc. Roy. Soc.; Bassis & Jacobs, 2013, 
Nature Geosc.)  If so, then 200-m cliff from retreat of 
Thwaites into Bentley Trench could trigger failure 
and faster retreat than in any published scenarios.



UN-IPCC
(best estimate)

Smaller 
or slower 
changes

Larger 
or faster
changes

Problems

P
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b
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My interpretation of probability of 
various levels of future problems.

This could extend 
a long ways out…

Not clear that we 
have produced 
useful results 
for policy-
makers yet.  



To be fair, now the 

gratuitous pictures 

show Greenland 

beasts



Study of past climates, and past and present ice, 

shows that climate and ice models are accurate or 

underestimate the challenges from rising CO2.  

Very large, rapid change remains possible. 



Unless we outfox 

the problems. 



Thanks to MANY colleagues, 

long-term and new. 





Collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet—

Chimerical or Near-Certain? 

The deep basins of West Antarctica likely 

deglaciated in the geologically recent past, 

based on several lines of evidence, and some 

models suggest that deglaciation either has 

started or is close to starting. Data and 

models agree that threshold behavior is 

likely. Worst-case and most-likely behaviors 

are not yet well-characterized.


